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Abstract: This study analyzes the different impacts of autoconversion of cloud droplets to raindrops
(ACR) in a Meiyu front rainfall event by comparing two simulations using different parameterizations
(KK00 and LD04) in the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. The Meiyu frontal clouds
are further classified into stratiform and deep-convective cloud categories, and the precipitation and
microphysical characteristics of the two simulations are compared with a budget analysis of raindrops.
The simulated precipitation, radar composite reflectivity distribution, and rain rate evolution are
overall consistent with observations while precipitation is overestimated, especially in the rainfall
centers. The intensity and vertical structure of the ACR process between the two simulations are
significantly different. The ACR rate in LD04 is larger than that in KK00 and there are two peak
heights in LD04 but only one in KK00. Accretion of droplets by raindrops (CLcr), melting of ice-phase
particles (ML), evaporation of raindrops (VDrv), and accretion of raindrops by ice-phase particles
(CLri) are the dominant pathways to raindrop production. Limited distributional differences can be
found in both the deep-convective and stratiform clouds between the two simulations during the
growth stage of the Meiyu event. Stronger ACR in LD04 results in less cloud droplet content (Lc),
more raindrop content (Lr), and larger raindrop number concentration (Nr) and the effect of ACR on
Nr is greater than that on Lr. The ACR process also impacts other microphysical processes indirectly,
and the influences vary in the two cloud categories. Less CLcr (especially), ML, and VDrv content,
caused by stronger ACR, lead to less raindrop production in the LD04 deep-convective clouds, which
is different from stratiform clouds, and finally correct the overestimated rainfall center to better match
the observations.

Keywords: autoconversion parameterization; Meiyu; source and sink terms; WRF model

1. Introduction

Clouds contain numerous hydrometeors, including cloud droplets, raindrops, and ice
phase particles; the field of cloud microphysics deals with the transformation mechanisms
between different hydrometeors and their corresponding dynamic and thermodynamic
processes. Moreover, changes in cloud microphysics can modulate dynamical and thermo-
dynamical properties [1,2]. Therefore, a reasonable representation of cloud microphysical
processes is one of the key factors in providing accurate numerical weather forecasts. Cloud
microphysical processes are generally described via parameterization in numerical models.
However, due to varying atmospheric conditions, the microphysical characteristics often
have large regional differences. Numerical models are also nonlinear and complex. All of
these factors lead to challenges in microphysical parameterizations [3–5].

A large amount of water evaporates from the land and ocean and is converted into
water vapor; the water vapor then condenses on the cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) and
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becomes a cloud droplet with a small diameter. Larger droplets with larger velocities collide
and coalesce with smaller droplets to form raindrops, which is referred to as the autocon-
version process of cloud droplets to raindrops (autoconversion process, hereafter) [6,7].
This process is the initial way in which raindrops are formed and is usually the dominant
process for generating drizzle in stratiform clouds [8–10]. Over the past few decades, many
studies on autoconversion parameterizations have been conducted. In consideration of
different sensitivity factors, autoconversion parameterizations can be roughly classified
into three categories. The first one is a simple single-moment parameterization, proposed
by Kessler in 1969 [11], and assumes that the autoconversion rate is correlated linearly with
the cloud liquid water content (LWC). The Kessler-type parameterization usually sets an
invariable conversion threshold and takes the autoconversion rate to be zero when the LWC
is less than the threshold value. The constant setting leads to no autoconversion in clouds
with low LWC; so, the precipitation efficiency is underestimated. Conversely, in clouds
with high LWC, a large variety of cloud droplets convert to raindrops instantly, resulting in
overestimates of the precipitation efficiency [12]. In fact, the collision rate between cloud
droplets is inextricably linked to the mean diameter. Manton et al. [13] then came up with
the second parameterization, which was a complex two-moment parameterization with
independent LWC and cloud droplet number concentration (Nc) variables, and numerous
studies were conducted using this formula [14–17]. This two-moment type of parameter-
ization can reflect the CCN effect and is, therefore, more in line with real microphysical
processes. In addition, Berry [18] derived the third type considering three variables: LWC,
NC, and spectral dispersion (ε). ε is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the
mean radius of the cloud droplet spectral distribution to describe the various functions
of NC. Since its initial formulation, many scholars have rewritten and built upon Berry’s
original formula [19–21].

Most of the studies on autoconversion parameterization in numerical models focus
primarily on comparing different types or discussing relevant variables in the formula. For
example, using a two-dimensional, time-varying, warm-rain cumulus model, Li et al. [22]
compared the autoconversion rate among three parameterizations in several types of
warm-rain cumulus clouds with different intensities. They found that autoconversion
plays a major role in the initial stage of precipitation; further, the accretion of droplets by
raindrops contributes more than autoconversion when more raindrops are generated. Xie
et al. [23,24] conducted a series of studies to analyze the influence of ε on precipitation
under different CCN backgrounds and the relationship between ε and NC; there are
other studies on the aerosol indirect effect. Jing et al. [25,26], for instance, incorporated five
different autoconversion schemes into individual global climate models (GCMs) to evaluate
the warm-rain formation process. Xie et al. [27] investigated how autoconversion affects
precipitation with various CCN concentrations. Overall, most of the previous numerical
experiments were conducted in warm-rain regions within relatively simple microphysical
processes. Most rainstorms, however, are formed in mixed clouds with various kinds of ice-
phase particles within a wide range of shapes and densities, which makes the microphysical
processes much more complex. Therefore, the targeted study of mixed clouds is important.

The Meiyu front is a climatological phenomenon occurring in eastern Asia every
summer that is characterized by a quasi-stationary front. The Meiyu frontal cloud usually
presents as an elongated cloud band within some deep-convective centers [28–30]. The
mixture of stratiform clouds and deep-convective clouds in Meiyu front makes the mi-
crophysical processes complex with various ice-phase particles [31–33]. During 4–5 July
2020, heavy rainfall occurred in the Meiyu front over the Middle–Lower Yangtze River.
In this paper, we conducted two numerical simulations within different autoconversion
parameterizations using the Advanced Research Weather Research and Forecasting model
(WRF-ARW), version 4.1.1. Model grids were divided into stratiform and deep-convective
grids to analyze the influence of the autoconversion process on mixed clouds rainfall via
budget analysis of the raindrops.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the data sources, an
overview of the Meiyu front heavy rainfall case considered herein, two autoconversion
parameterizations, the WRF model setup, and the regime partitioning method. Section 3
presents the results from the simulations and a comparison of the two autoconversion
parameterizations. The summary and conclusions are provided in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Sources

There are three types of data used in this paper. (1) The observational precipitation
data from 1200 UTC on 4 July 2020 to 1200 UTC on 5 July 2020, which are a combination
of the Climate Prediction Center morphing technique (CMORPH) real-time precipitation
retrieval and hourly precipitation data from more than 30,000 automatic weather stations
in China and are provided by the National Meteorological Information Centre (NMIC) of
the China Meteorological Administration (CMA). The products have a 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ spatial
resolution and an hourly temporal resolution. (2) The radar composite reflectivity data
combine the gridded data of all the weather radars in the rainfall region. The data were
output in 1 km × 1 km grids every 6 min. (3) The initial conditions and 1-hourly lateral
boundaries of the WRF model are obtained from the fifth generation European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) atmospheric reanalysis of the global climate
(ERA-5, hereafter). The ERA5 data are updated on 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ grids on the surface and
pressure levels.

2.2. Simulation Configuration
2.2.1. Autoconversion Parameterization

In this study, the cloud microphysical scheme used is the two-moment Morrison
scheme [34], which predicts the mixing ratios of five hydrometeors (i.e., cloud droplets,
raindrops, ice crystals, snow, and graupel) and the number concentrations of four hy-
drometeors (all except for cloud droplets). We conducted two simulations with different
autoconversion parameterization in this study, and only the autoconversion settings are
different between the two simulations. The default autoconversion parameterization in
Morrison scheme was written as Khairoutdinov and Kogan [16] (KK00), and the simulation
with default autoconversion parameterization was called simulation KK00. The compared
simulation used a parameterization written as Liu et al. [7,20,21] (LD04). LD04 parameteri-
zation was rewritten into the related autoconversion process in the Fortran code in WRF
to conduct simulation LD04. The detailed descriptions of the two parameterizations are
as follows:

The KK00 parameterization is a simple power-law expression based on the study
by Manton et al. [13], which was initially applied to the marine stratocumulus layer in
a large-eddy simulation model. The autoconversion rate (P) is related to both the cloud
droplet mixing ratio (QC) and the cloud droplet number concentration (NC); it increases
with increasing QC and decreases with increasing NC:

P = 1350QC
2.47Nc

−1.79 (1)

Here, the units of P, QC, and NC are, respectively, kg kg−1 s−1, kg kg−1, and cm−3. The
simple expression makes it possible to analytically integrate the microphysical process rates
over a probability density function [35]. Yin et al. [36] found that KK00 parameterization
was highly dependent on Nc. In low Nc conditions, the autoconversion process is allowable,
which might lead to overestimations.

LD04 parameterization considers not only the content of raindrop (Lc) and NC but
also ε. It was proposed by Liu et al. [7,20,21] (LD04, hereafter). By using the kinetic
potential identified in McGraw et al. [37] to present a theoretical formulation for the mass
autoconversion rate, LD04 came up with the new R6 parameterization instead of R4,
in which R4 is the mean radius of the fourth moment and widely used in the study of
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Manton et al. Type [13]. The LD04 parameterization was given by the following theoretical
formulation for the mass autoconversion rate.

P = P0T (2)

P0 = 1.1 × 1010

[(
1 + 3ε2)(1 + 4ε2)(1 + 5ε2)

(1 + ε2)(1 + 2ε2)
NC

−1LC
3

]
(3)

T = 0.5 ×
(

xc
2 + 2xc + 2

)
(1 + x)−2xC (4)

Here, P is in g cm−3 s−1, P0 is in g cm−3 as the rate function, and T is dimension-
less as the threshold function. NC and LC are in cm−3. xc has an analytic formula of
xc = 9.7 × 10−17 Nc

3/2 Lc
−2. ε is linearly correlated with NC in ε = 0.0005714 NC + 0.271.

LD04 parameterization was investigated to be more reliable by Xie et al. [27] for improving
the understanding of the AIE compared to the Kessler and Berry parameterization [11,18].

2.2.2. Simulation Design

The initiation and boundary fields were obtained from the ERA-5 reanalysis data. We
utilized a one-way triple-nested (9/3 km; the spatial extents of the two model domains
are shown in Figure 1) simulation for conducting experiments. There were 51 layers from
surface to 10 hPa (see Table 1 for an overview of the simulation design). All settings except
for the autoconversion settings in the two simulations were completely identical. All the
domains were initialized at 1200 UTC on 4 July and then integrated up to 1200 UTC on 5
July. The forecasts’ products were collected at 5 min intervals.
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Figure 1. Geographical domain used in the WRF model runs. The solid red circle indicates the central
point of the outer domain.

2.3. Convective/Stratiform Regime Partitioning Method

According to the various dynamic structures and hydrometeor distributions in the
mesoscale convective system (MCS), a method adopted by Luo et al. [31] was used to
separate the 3-D model grids into clear sky and cloudy regions, which are further classified
into shallow-convective, deep-convective, and stratiform regions. If the vertically integrated
mass of the five types of hydrometeors in the column from the ground to the top of the
model is less than 0.2 kg m−2, the grid is classified as a clear-sky grid; an unclear grid
indicates cloudy skies. In the cloudy column, a shallow-convective grid must have a
positive vertical-mean air velocity from the surface to the 0 ◦C level, with a raindrop path
less than 0.1 kg m−2, a cloud droplet path greater than 0.1 kg m−2 from the ground to the
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melting level, and a path of ice-phase particles (including ice crystals, snow, and graupel)
from the ground to the model top less than 0.4 kg m−2. A deep-convective grid satisfies
at least one of the following two conditions: (1) the maximum cloud updraft strength
below the melting level is greater than 5 m s−1 or (2) the surface rain rate is greater than
25 mm h−1. Finally, a grid that does not belong to a clear sky, shallow-convective, or
deep-convective grid is regarded as a stratiform grid.

Table 1. Overview of the simulation design.

Simulation Design

Model (Version) WRF (V4.1.1)
Domains D01 D02

Grid points (x, y) 601 × 481 526 × 391
Grid spacing (km) 9 3

Vertical layers 51

Sigma values

1.0000, 0.9980, 0.9940, 0.9870, 0.9750, 0.9590, 0.9390, 0.9160,
0.8920, 0.8650, 0.8350, 0.8020, 0.7660, 0.7270, 0.6850, 0.6400,
0.5920, 0.5420, 0.4970, 0.4565, 0.4205, 0.3877, 0.3582, 0.3317,
0.3078, 0.2863, 0.2670, 0.2496, 0.2329, 0.2188, 0.2047, 0.1906,
0.1765, 0.1624, 0.1483, 0.1342, 0.1201, 0.1060, 0.0919, 0.0778,
0.0657, 0.0568, 0.0486, 0.0409, 0.0337, 0.0271, 0.0209, 0.0151,

0.0097, 0.0047, 0
Cumulus convection Kain–Fritsch Turned off

Planetary boundary layer ACM2
Land surface Unified Noah land surface

Surface layer physics Revised MM5 Monin–Obukhov
Longwave radiation RRTM
Shortwave radiation Dudhia

Microphysics Morrison-2

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Model Evaluation
3.1.1. Precipitation Characteristics

Figure 2 shows the observed and simulated accumulated precipitation distribution
from 1200 UTC on 4 July 2020 to 1200 UTC on 5 July 2020. In observation, the distribution
presented as a typical Meiyu front precipitation pattern with quasi-linear east–west oriented
rain bands in northeastern Hubei Province, southern Anhui Province, and southern Jiangsu
Province, and the two rainfall centers exceeding 100 mm were in Hubei and along the
boundary of Hubei and Anhui. The main rainfall bands that exceeded 10 mm were located
at 29–32◦ N, 112–122◦ E (marked with a red dotted box).

All simulated results in this paper are analyzed with the domain 2 output. The main
rain belts of the two simulations are basically consistent with the observations within the
nearly west–east oriented rain bands. However, the moderate rain and heavy rain belts
ranging between 10 and 25 mm are slightly narrower and rainstorms larger than 100 mm are
heavier, with the four centers located in south-central Hubei, eastern Hubei, south-central
Anhui, and northeastern Zhejiang. Overall, the rainfall band in LD04 is similar to that in
KK00 and the main differences appear over magnitudes of 100 mm.

Figure 3 describes the probability distribution of the rain rate (RR) and the temporal
evolution of the regionally averaged RR in the main rainfall region (29–32◦ N, 112–122◦ E)
where the 24 h rainfall is great at approximately 10 mm and the regionally averaged values
are computed in this region throughout this article. When the RR is below 18 mm h−1,
both simulations slightly underestimate the RR and the LD04 simulation better matches the
observations. However, when RR exceeds 18 mm h−1, both simulations overestimate the
RR. It is notable that the rain magnitude still differs between the simulations. The temporal
evolutions show that the observational RR strengthens from 1800 UTC on 4 July and then
weakens after reaching its peak at 0200 UTC on 5 July. Results from the two simulations
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are similar to the observations; however, the results of the LD04 run are stronger than those
of KK00 during most periods, especially in the weakening period after 0600 UTC on 5 July.
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3.1.2. Evolution of Radar Composite Reflectivity

To help understand the life cycle of Meiyu front rainfall, Figure 4 shows the time
sequence of the observed radar composite reflectivity distribution. At 1500 UTC on 4
July 2020, some echoes were spun up in northeastern Hubei and northeastern Hunan
(marked as C1 and C2, respectively). The C1 echoes gradually gained strength but the
C2 echoes weakened at 1800 UTC. Subsequently, some new convective echoes developed
in southwestern Anhui and along the boundary between Anhui and Jiangsu (C3 and C4,
respectively) at 2100 UTC. The three convective echoes (C1, C3, and C4) continued to
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strengthen and then organize in a quasi-linear fashion from 0000 to 0300 UTC on 5 July
2020. After that, the Meiyu frontal system gradually weakened.
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on 5 July.

Although there are some differences in the intensities and locations of the radar
composite reflectivity between the two simulations, the overall shapes are similar to one
another; so, the outputs from the KK00 simulation were selected to be analyzed in Figure 5
(similar to those from the LD04 simulation). At 1500 UTC on 4 July, some convective echoes
were initiated in central-eastern Hubei, the border region between Hunan and Zhejiang,
and southern Anhui (marked with C1, C2, and C3, respectively). The C1 and C3 echoes
developed eastward but the C2 echoes began to weaken at 1800 UTC. Compared with the
observations in Figure 4, the simulated C3 echoes in southern Anhui were initialized so
early that an excessive regionally averaged precipitation was produced during 1500 to
1800 UTC on 4 July (Figure 3b). After that, the simulated echoes gradually combined into a
banded front similar to that in the observations; however, it is also obvious that they were
narrower than observations resulting in less regionally averaged rainfall.
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Overall, despite the overestimated rainfall intensity, the distribution of the rainfall,
the evolution of the regionally averaged RR, and the distribution of the radar composite
reflectivity in the simulations are consistent with the observations; so, the two simulations
can reflect the quasi-linear Meiyu event well and can be used for subsequent analysis.

3.2. Autoconversion Analysis

The horizontal and vertical structures of the content of autoconversion are shown
in Figure 6. Figure 6a shows that the distributions of the autoconversion content and
precipitation are consistent (Figure 2), particularly in the area of maximum value. Obviously,
the autoconversion content in the LD04 simulation is significantly larger than that in KK00,
which indicates that more cloud droplets convert to raindrops in the LD04 parameterization.
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Figure 6b describes the vertical profile of the 24 h accumulated, regionally averaged
content of autoconversion. The results indicate that the autoconversion process mainly
occurs below 350 hPa. Another significant difference is that the KK00 parameterization
simulates one peak level near 550 hPa with a value of 4.5 × 10−6 g m−3, while LD04
simulates two peaks at 550 hPa and 650 hPa with values of about 11 × 10−6 g m−3,
which is two and a half times that of KK00. To verify whether this difference is related
to different rainfall events, we conducted the same numerical simulations for two other
Meiyu front events (figures not shown) and found that all the events produced the same
results: the autoconversion content in the LD04 simulation is greater than that in KK00
and there are two peak levels in the LD04 simulation but only one in KK00. Therefore, we
can conclude that the different settings in the autoconversion parameterizations result in
these differences.

3.3. Evaluation of Stratiform–Convective Clouds

With the regime partitioning method described in Section 2.3, Figure 7 shows the
temporal evolutions of the categorized grid numbers every five minutes.

To eliminate the statistical error caused by an inconsistent grid, any times with fewer
than twenty grids are regarded as missing times (the total number of grids is 42,675
throughout the statistically analyzed region). It is clear that almost no shallow-convective
grids are generated during the entire lifecycle; therefore, they are not analyzed in this paper.
Morphologically, the evolution trends are in line with those of the RR (Figure 3b). The
stratiform grid numbers between the two simulations are different in four stages: before
0000 UTC on 5 July, there is no significant difference; from 0000 to 0200 UTC on 5 July,
the number of grids in LD04 exceeds that in KK00; from 0200 to 0600 UTC on 5 July, the
number of grids in LD04 is less than that in KK00; then, the number of grids in LD04 is
greater than that in KK00 after 0600 UTC on 5 July. The differences in the deep-convective
numbers, similarly, have four stages, which are marked as T1–T4 in Figure 8. The eight
hours (1200 to 2000 UTC on 4 July) after the WRF model is initialized are the initial spin-up
stage, during which there are almost no deep-convective grids. The second stage from
2000 UTC on 4 July to 0100 UTC on 5 July is the growth stage, in which the convective
echoes strengthen gradually and the deep-convective number increase rapidly; however,
the difference between the two simulations is small. The third stage from 0000 to 0600 UTC
on 5 July is the dissipation stage, in which the echoes weaken and the deep-convective grid
number decreases, with that of the LD04 simulation being less than that of KK00. In the
fourth stage after 0600 UTC on 5 July, depending on the new echoes in eastern Hubei, the
weakened system redevelops to generate more deep-convective clouds, with the number
of deep-convective grids in LD04 exceeding that of KK00.
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The strength of the deep-convective clouds is generally related to the strength of the
MCS system. T1 to T3 clearly present the Meiyu front lifecycle. This paper later focuses on
comparing the microphysical characteristics between the two simulations to analyze how
the autoconversion process affects the rainfall on the ground.

3.4. Microphysical Analysis
3.4.1. Comparison of the Raindrop Budget from T1 to T3 Stages

The formula for the rain rate is RR = ρairLrVt in the numerical bulk microphysical
scheme, where ρair is the air density, Lr is the content of the raindrop, and Vt is the final
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falling speed of the raindrop. Thus, the change in raindrop content is highly correlated to
the RR. In the Morrison scheme, seven types of source and sink terms of raindrop mixing
ratio or content (Qr or Lr) are considered, including autoconversion of droplets to form
raindrops (ACR, hereafter), accretion of droplets by raindrops (CLcr), melting of ice-phase
particles (i.e., snow and graupel) to form raindrops (ML), evaporation of raindrops (VDrv),
freezing of raindrops (FR), accretion of raindrops by ice-phase particles (CLri), and riming
and splintering from accreted raindrops (RM), among which the first three terms are source
terms and the last four terms are sink terms. On the other hand, four types of source and
sink terms including Auto, self-collection or breakup of rain (CB), FR, and CLri increase
the raindrop number concentration (Nr).

SQr/Lr = ACR + CLcr + ML − VDrv − FR − CLri − RM (5)

SNr = NACR + NCB − NFR − NCLri (6)

It is clear that the change in the ACR process will have a direct impact on the de-
velopment of raindrops and cloud droplets, especially at the early stages of precipitation
formation [22]. In addition, the formation of surface precipitation is the combined result
of various microphysical processes and corresponding thermodynamic and dynamic pro-
cesses; the change in a single microphysical process can have an indirect effect on other
processes [36,38], and the complex interactive and influencing mechanisms between differ-
ent microphysical processes remain a complication in current cloud microphysics research.

Figure 8 compares the regionally and height-averaged hourly ACR content and the
regionally, height-, and time-averaged Lc, Lr, and Nr in the three stages.

Compared with the KK00 simulation, the ACR content in the LD04 simulation is
greater in all stages so that the LD04 simulation always has a smaller regionally averaged
Lc and a larger regionally averaged Lr and Nr. The ACR content in the LD04 simulation is
280% to 405% of that in KK00; Lc reduces to 93% to 97% of that in KK00; and Lr and Nr
increase to 102% to 103% and 195% to 221%, respectively, so that ACR has a larger effect
on Nc than Lc. Moreover, the ACR content in the two simulations gradually increases and
then decreases, as the RR does (Figure 8a). At the T2 stage, ACR increases rapidly, and the
ACR content in the KK00 (LD04) simulation increases to 148% (212%) of that in the T1 stage.
In the T3 stage, however, ACR decreases slowly and the ACR content in the KK00 (LD04)
simulation decreases to 84% (86%) of that in the T2 stage, which indicates that ACR more
heavily influences raindrops in the growth stage. This is similar to the results of Li et al. [22],
who found that ACR plays a major role in the early stages of warm-rain-cloud precipitation.
However, given the results presented in Figures 7 and 8, the impact of ACR on Meiyu
frontal rainfall exists throughout the entire MCS evolution, not only in the early stage.

Figure 9 then compares the other budget terms and the sum of them between the
two simulations.

Four terms—CLcr, ML, VDrv, and CLri—contribute the most, ACR contributes a bit
less (Figure 8a), and FR and RM contribute the least. Moreover, as the ACR in the LD04
simulation strengthens, more cloud droplets convert to raindrops; CLcr, ML, FR, CLri, and
RM strengthen to different degrees; VDrv also strengthens in the T1 and T2 stages. Overall,
the total budget content in the LD04 simulation is larger than that in KK00 (Figure 9g),
which increases the raindrop content in LD04 relative to that in KK00.

Alongside the stages of startup, growth, and dissipation, the ACR and CLcr content
tend to first increase and then weaken; however, ML, VDrv, CLri, and RM strengthen
during the whole cycle of the rainfall. The continual reinforcement of VDrv may be caused
by raindrops generated at the previous stage even though the growth of raindrops has
slowed down. Further, the continual reinforcement of ML and CLri may be due to the
continuous increasing of the ice-phase particles (Figure 10).
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3.4.2. Comparison of Stratiform–Convective Microphysical Characteristics at the T2 Stage

The microphysical characteristics of stratiform and convective clouds in the Meiyu
front heavy rainfall tend to be different. For a more detailed comparison, the microphysical
characteristics in the growth stages (T2) when ACR content increases rapidly were compared.

Figure 11 shows the vertical profiles of the time- and regionally averaged ACR rate,
Qc, Qr, and Nr. In stratiform clouds, the upper peak height of the ACR rate in LD04 and
the only peak height in KK00 lie at 550 hPa, the peak value in LD04 is about three times
that of KK00, and the lower peak height in LD04 lies at 700 hPa. In deep-convective clouds,
the peak height of the ACR rate is at a higher altitude caused by the higher altitude that the
updraft in the convective cloud reaches. The upper peak height of the ACR rate in LD04
and the only peak height in KK00 exist at 450–500 hPa, the peak value in LD04 is about
5.5 times that of KK00, and the lower peak height in LD04 lies at 800 hPa. Besides that, the
Nr in the LD04 deep-convective clouds achieves two peaks as the ACR rate does; this may
be because ACR influences the Nr more so the two-peak characteristic is reflected in the Nr
of deep-convective clouds.
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Figure 11 also indicates that most of the raindrops exist below 400 hPa. Qr in deep-
convective clouds has a greater value but a lower peak height at 700 hPa compared with
stratiform clouds at about 650 hPa. The previous analysis shows that more ACR content
in the LD04 simulation leads to a smaller Lc and larger Lr and Nr in the entire regional
average. However, after separating the clouds, it can be seen that a stronger ACR leads to a
larger Qr in stratiform clouds but a smaller Qr in deep-convective clouds (Figure 11c). The
reason for this fact will be analyzed next.

Since most of the raindrops exist below 400 hPa, we only consider the source and sink
terms of raindrops below 400 hPa in this section. Figure 12 compares the vertical profiles
of the time- and regionally averaged rates of the source and sink terms in the two regions
at the T2 stage. It can be seen that budget terms at different levels play different roles in
the growth of raindrops. Basically, from 400 hPa to 550 hPa, CLcr, ML, and CLri are the
key processes in both stratiform and deep-convective clouds. However, below the melting
level at about 550 hPa, CLcr, ML, and VDrv are the key processes. ML and CLcr contribute
more and decrease towards the surface, and VDrv contributes less and changes less as the
altitude decreases. In addition, the contribution of microphysical processes is also different
between the stratiform and deep-convective clouds. In stratiform clouds, an ML with a
maximum value of 1.7 × 10−3 g m−3 s−1 contributes more than a CLcr with a maximum
value of 0.51 × 10−3 g m−3 s−1 from 500 hPa to 550 hPa; below 550 hPa, with the rapid
decrease in ice-phase particles, ML clearly decreases until CLcr becomes the biggest source
below 750 hPa (Figure 12a,c). In deep-convective clouds, the main budget terms increase
more in stratiform clouds, especially CLcr, with a peak of 2.2 × 10−3 g m−3 s−1, which
is about four times that in stratiform clouds; ML, however, increases less with a peak of
2.7 × 10−3 g m−3 s−1, which is about 1.6 times more than that in stratiform clouds. In
other words, in deep-convective clouds, CLcr contributes more than ML to the growth of
raindrops at most heights (Figure 12b,d).
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Figure 12. Vertical profiles of the time- and regionally averaged rate of the raindrop source and sink
terms in stratiform and deep-convective regions at the T2 period from (a) stratifrom clouds in KK00
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(d) deep-convective clouds in LD04 simulation.

To further investigate the difference in raindrop budgets between the two simulations,
Figure 13 exhibits the vertical profiles of the time- and regionally averaged rate differences
between the two simulations.
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and (b) deep-convective regions at the T2 stage. “Total” refers to the summation of the seven terms.

The prefix “dif-” is used to represent the differences hereafter; for example, “dif-ACR”
indicates the value of the ACR rate in LD04 minus the ACR rate in KK00. In stratiform
clouds, from 400 to 550 hPa, the dif-Total rate is negative, and dif-CLcr and dif-CLri are the
dominant terms; below 550 hPa, there are positive dif-CLcr, dif-ML, and dif-VDrv rates.
The dif-CLcr rate in LD04 contributes the most at most altitudes, resulting in a positive
dif-Total rate, meaning more raindrop production in the stratiform clouds compared with
KK00, which are consistent with the regional average results (Figure 8c). In deep-convective
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clouds, dif-CLcr, dif-ML, dif-CLri, and dif-VDrv are still the dominant terms while the
dif-Total rate is negative throughout the atmospheric column giving negative dif-CLcr,
dif-ML, and dif-VDrv rates. This differs greatly from stratiform clouds. Furthermore, in
deep-convective clouds, the dif-ML rate peak exists at about 550 hPa and is greater than
the dif-CLri rate; however, below 550 hPa, dif-CLcr (especially) and dif-VDrv become the
dominant terms. To sum up, the indirect influences on CLcr (especially), ML, and VDrv by
ACR are different to the growth of raindrops in two regions. In deep-convective regions,
the smaller CLcr, ML, and VDrv rates in the LD04 simulation compared with those in KK00
are the most critical factors in the smaller Qr.

3.4.3. Comparison of Precipitation at the T2 Stage

Figure 14 compares the distribution of the 5 h accumulated precipitation during the
T2 stage. As in the 24 h accumulated precipitation distribution, the simulated 5 h rainfall is
still overestimated. The maximum observed precipitation is 110.3 mm, while LD04 and
KK00 simulations produce maximum precipitation values of 177.7 mm and 200.7 mm,
respectively. The previous analysis indicates that ACR rate in the LD04 simulation is larger
than that in the KK00 simulation. However, the former produces relatively better results.
Rainfall centers are mainly the result of convective clouds; so, the microphysical processes
in the deep-convective clouds play an important role therein. It is clear that the change
in ACR indirectly influences other microphysical processes, especially CLcr, which tends
to correct the budget terms so that the overestimated rainfall center better approaches
the observations.
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4. Summary and Conclusions

Based on the WRF model, this paper analyzes the impact of ACR on a Meiyu rainfall
event by comparing two numerical experiments with KK00 and LD04 parameterizations.
For the characteristics of the mixed rainfall in the Meiyu frontal system, the Meiyu clouds
are divided into stratiform and deep-convective clouds. The precipitation and microphysi-
cal characteristics of the two simulations are compared. The key outcomes of the study are
highlighted below:

1. In terms of the accumulated precipitation distribution, the evolution of the regionally
averaged RR, and the radar composite reflectivity distribution, the results from both
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simulations are essentially consistent with the observations. However, the simulations
overestimate the rainfall intensity, especially in the rainfall centers. The precipitation
difference between the two simulations is larger in the rainfall centers.

2. The ACR content in the LD04 simulation is significantly larger than that in KK00
and, in the vertical distribution, there are two maximum heights in the LD04 simulation
but only one in KK00.

3. CLcr, ML, VDrv, and CLri are the dominant pathways to the growth of raindrops.
Along with the development of the Meiyu system, the ACR and CLcr content tend to first
increase and then weaken, but ML, VDrv, and CLri strengthen continuously. The reason for
the continual reinforcement of VDrv may be because many cloud droplets still exist that
were generated in the previous stage, although the growth of raindrops slowed down, and
the reason for the continual reinforcement of ML and CLri may be because the ice-phase
particles continue to increase.

4. Changes in a microphysical process will indirectly affect other associated micro-
physical particles and processes in some way. With stronger ACR compared with the KK00
parameterization, the LD04 parameterization simulates a smaller Lc but a bigger Lr and Nr
in the regional and height averages. Further, the effect of ACR on Nr is greater than it is
on Lr. In the LD04 simulation, CLcr, ML, and CLri strengthen to some degree and VDrv
strengthens in most stages.

5. After the clouds are divided by category, limited distributional differences can
be found in both the deep-convective clouds and stratiform clouds between the two
simulations during the growth stage of the Meiyu event. Compared with KK00, LD04
simulates narrower deep-convective clouds in the decaying stage.

6. In the growth stage, a stronger ACR process in the LD04 simulation than in the KK00
simulation, results in a smaller (bigger) Qc (Qr) in stratiform clouds but both smaller Qc and
Qr in deep-convective clouds. The influences on CLcr (especially), ML, and VDrv caused
by ACR indirectly vary in the two regions and, finally, lead to the different influences
on raindrop growth. A decrease in CLcr, ML, and VDrv, caused by an increase in ACR,
leads to less raindrop production in the LD04 deep-convective clouds, thereby correcting
the overestimated rainfall center to better match the observations. In addition, compared
with stratiform clouds, the four main raindrop source and sink terms strengthen in deep-
convective clouds, especially CLcr.

This paper focuses on the influence of the autoconversion process on mixed clouds’
rainfall via budget analysis of hydrometeors. However, there are still some deficiencies.
Precipitation is the comprehensive result of various microphysical, dynamic, and thermody-
namic processes, and the microphysical processes also have feedback effects on the dynamic
and thermodynamic processes. Due to the limited length of the manuscript, the dynamic
and thermodynamic processes were not discussed. In addition, the comparisons were
mainly carried out in a regionally averaged or cumulative manner, which may ignore some
details. Due to the lack of observations, the simulated microphysical characteristics cannot
be compared. In our follow-up work, a more comprehensive analysis will be conducted by
utilizing more observational data.
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